New type of broaching system

The construction of mechanical parts, even simple ones, sometimes involves difficult problems that require, for their resolution, lengthy times or the use of special machines. The purpose of this article is to describe a system that can successfully help resolve such problems.

The typical case at issue is the manufacturing of blind hole keyways, splined interiors, or PTOs.

In such circumstances, either you have a broaching or a slotting machine or you must send the semi-finished product to another company with all the consequent problems in terms of waste of time, loss of quality control and increased costs.

Even if you have adequate machinery in place, there are always the difficulties related to the exact positioning of the work piece and the long processing times.

The firm F.P. Officina Meccanica designed and patented a system consisting essentially of a special tool-holder, more specifically an insert-holder, and a number of inserts that can be used on numerical control machines such as CNC lathes, CNC machining centers, slotting machines, etc.

This system is called “REV BROACHING TOOL” and allows performing the above works directly on the numerical control machines, which perform the afore-mentioned operations (turning, drilling, milling, etc.) without removing the work piece from the machine itself, with clear advantages in terms of machining times and accuracy.

Actually, as it will be seen later, rather than broaching it would be better to refer to this process as necking. It differs from classical necking only in that the strokes are horizontal on lathes, while if this system is applied on a milling machine or a machining center with a vertical axis, then this operation becomes essentially a necking.

However, several operations can be performed only through necking, therefore only with the system designed by F.P, such as all blind hole keyways, splined interiors or gear teeth. The typical insert-holder spindle is the one shown in picture No.1. The eccentric bushing is needed only if the CNC lathe does not have a Y-axis. In such case, the fitting is performed by properly maneuvering the eccentric bushing. On the other hand, if the lathe is provided with Y-axis, the eccentric bushing is not mounted and the CNC functions are used for fitting.

Picture No.1- Composition of a REV BROACHING TOOL system
The insert-holder is made of hardened steel and tempered with the insert housing adjusted, with a hardness of HRC 58. Using this tool is quite easy due to its extreme simplicity of assembly and it can be used for the production of both small and large batches. For machines not equipped with spindle aligning function, you can use a simple accessory as the one shown in picture No. 2. This is a calibrated bar on which to slide a centesimal dial gauge (or a millesimal dial gauge if a higher degree of accuracy is required) which is mounted in place of the insert. After centering, it is removed and the insert is mounted.

Picture No. 2- Illustration of the tool alignment system

Among the various applications, a square drive spindle can be used on slotting or sharpening machines; this adapter allows working the bore in four different positions oriented at 90 degrees from each other (picture No. 3).

Picture No. 3- A simple application to rotate the position of the insert by 90 degrees

When the CNC lathe does not have a Y-axis, the eccentric bushing shown in picture No. 1 allows correcting the inevitable machining errors. The bushing engraved a graduated scale on the front side, where each notch corresponds to a 0.03 mm displacement with a total field of regulation of ± 0.5 mm, more than enough to correct any error that may occur on CNC lathes. The system shown in picture No. 4 is patented.
Spindles can be provided with a longitudinal hole for the supply of the cutting fluid under pressure, which is needed for cooling the cutting edge and facilitate the ejection of chips from the working area, which is particularly important if you are working on blind holes. When you need to produce keyways of relevant size, it is better to split the operations in two stages: a roughing phase in which almost 50% of the material is removed and a finishing stage, when the desired size is obtained. Thus, excessive stress on the tool can be avoided while improving precision (absence of inflections) and finishing.

The REV BROACHING TOOL is a highly flexible system that allows obtaining a variety of internal profiles simply by changing the inserts. Using the split function available on CNC lathes, you can obtain square and hexagonal profiles as well as internal gear teeth.
**Working conditions**
Cutting speed, increase per stroke and duration of the cutting edge are basically related to the type of materials processed. Table No. 1 shows the working conditions for some types of materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Cutting speed (m/min)</th>
<th>Increase per stroke (mm)</th>
<th>Approximate cutting edge duration (meters cut)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.15 – 0.25</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVP (free-cutting leaded steel)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.10 – 0.15</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast iron</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.10 – 0.20</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C40 Carbon steel</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.05 – 0.12</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quenched and tempered steel</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.03 – 0.07</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.03 – 0.05</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Insert characteristics**
The insert-holder spindles and standard inserts include various sizes and are in stock for immediate delivery.
The standard insert-holder spindle comes only with 25 and 32mm diameters, which are suitable to obtain keyways with widths ranging from 2 to 25 mm.
The spindle is made of hardened steel with insert housing tempered with a hardness of 58 – 60 HRC and almost all spindles are provided with 3.5mm holes for the passage of the coolant.
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**Picture No. 6 – Standard insert-holder spindle**

Inserts are typically made of sintered TiN-coated high-speed steel. Compared to hard alloy, high-speed steel cutting edges have improved toughness, which guarantees better resistance to repeated shocks typical of this type of machining. Upon request, different kinds of coating can be provided for special works.
The particular shape of the inserts also allows performing 2 – 3 sharpening operations, thus drastically reducing the tool cost for each work piece.
The number of sharpening operations that can be performed depend mainly on the keyway tolerance, as the insert width is reduced after each sharpening due to the side remains and sooner or later you will reach a point below the minimum width that can be tolerated.
Sharpening must be properly performed on modern sharpening machines using the correct grain. In the event that sharpening is not correctly performed, the tool performance is significantly reduced, just like any other tool.

Furthermore, it is appropriate to cover the insert again after each sharpening operation. The standard sizing of the inserts is designed so that inserts of 6 different sizes can be mounted on each insert-holder, thus improving the flexibility of the system. The upper rake (rake angle) should have an adequate value for the material to be processed.

As you can see in picture No. 7, which represents a standard insert for the production of keyways, edge beveling is performed simultaneously with boring, a detail always required by the drawings, in order to avoid the formation of burrs.

![Picture No.7 – Standard insert for the production of keyways](image)

Standardization is provided only for inserts for the production of keyways, although F.P. can provide it also for the creation of other profiles upon specific request, including involute internal gears, as indicated by picture No. 8.

![Picture No.8 – Production of an internal gear with M=2; Z=20; AP=20°](image)

This system is suitable for the production of inserts with thickness from 1 mm to 50 mm and with any profile, as the company is equipped with CNC grinders to produce even complex shapes.
Below are 5 practical examples of works executed with the REV BROACHING TOOL system with CNC lathes, which clearly illustrate the flexibility of this system and its reduced machining times. This method is particularly suitable for companies that need to produce different kinds of parts also in large batches and without the need of using special machinery or equipment. The mere fact of having in stock a number of broaches for keyways is a problem for many firms, both because of the fixed assets and the difficulty of sharpening and, occasionally, also securing their provisions. Simple inserts can considerably help reducing these problems.

**Example No. 1**
Execution of keyway on a tapered bore. The development of the bore is not parallel to the axis of the work piece. This process is difficult when performed on traditional machines and tools, while it can be easily executed with the REV BROACHING TOOL system.

**Picture No. 8- Broaching of keyway on a tampered bore.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taper angle of the bore</th>
<th>5°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operations performed</td>
<td>Turning and broaching of keyway on a tampered bore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total processing time</td>
<td>1m and 30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPT (rise per tooth)</td>
<td>0,08 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting speed</td>
<td>8 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>C40 Carbon Steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example No. 2**
Execution of 8.02 mm keyway on a gear for chains with Z=28. Generally, while executing the edges of the bore, the machine also performs the edge bevels 0,2 X 45° to eliminate the base, the insert being specifically shaped for this purpose. With the system at issue, machine set-up times can be drastically reduced. In addition to this, once the symmetry of the first work piece is adjusted, all other pieces obtained will be identical for they are manufactured by the same machine, something difficult to achieve with a traditional broaching machine.
Broaching a keyway on gear for chains

**Operations performed**
- Execution of bore 25 H7 and broaching of keyway

**Total processing time**
- 1m and 10s

**RPT**
- 0.07 mm

**Cutting speed**
- 8 m/min

**Material**
- C40 Carbon steel

**Example No. 3**
Execution of two 8.02 mm keyways at 90° on a 25 H7 bore of a gear for chains with Z=28. Compared to traditional broaching machines, here there is no need to remove the piece for the second keyway. It is all set up on the CNC lathe or machining station.

![Picture No. 9- Execution of two keyways on gear for chains](image)

**Operations performed**
- Execution of bore 25 H7 and broaching of keyway

**Total processing time**
- 1m and 40s

**RPT**
- 0.07 mm

**Cutting speed**
- 8 m/min

**Material**
- C40 Carbon Steel

**Example No. 4**
Picture No. 10 shows a hub in which a square bore was executed. This operation carried out with the REV BROACHING TOOL system, besides being executed in a simple manner, because you only need to repeat the operation four times rotating the piece by 90°, results in a perfectly centered internal square, which is hard to obtain with traditional slotting. In fact, the execution of the square can be really difficult.
when carried out with the same machine performing the turning without removing the work piece.

Picture No.10- Execution of an internal square connection on a hub

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External dimensions</th>
<th>Diameter of the piece 60 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre bore to execute the square</td>
<td>20.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square dimensions</td>
<td>20 x 20 mm – length 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total processing time</td>
<td>3m and 20s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPT</td>
<td>0.08 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting speed</td>
<td>8 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>C40 Carbon Steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example No. 5
An involute internal gear with $M = 2.5$ mm and $Z = 20$ was obtained, also in this case without removing the piece from the machine performing the turning. The contour accuracy is around 0.01 mm while the precision on division depends on the machine used, but can easily be kept under 5 micrometers.

Picture No.11- Execution of internal gear teeth on a gear for chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations performed</th>
<th>Turning and broaching of internal gear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total processing time</td>
<td>3m and 30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPT</td>
<td>0.07 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting speed</td>
<td>8 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>C40 Carbon Steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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